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ADOPTION OF TELEVISION





TELEVISION “DOSAGE”



GEORGE GERBNER
Born in Budapest, 
1919

Started at U of 
Budapest, 1938

1939, drafted into 
Hungarian army; fled 
to Paris, then CA

Joined US army 
1942, parachuted into 
Slovenia; organized 
resistance

House Un-American 
Activities Committee 
called him to testify

PhD at USC, 1955



CULTIVATION

Central interest: “the common cultural environment 
of stories and images into which a child was born in 
the second half of the 20th century”

Common

Cultural environment

•Made up of stories and images
Children 



CULTIVATION’S “COMMON CULTURAL 
ENVIRONMENT”

Whereas once family, state, church, etc. created 
cultural context, increasingly this was being done 
by television



CULTIVATION RESEARCH

Focused on Television as a “cultural environment”

Not instantaneous, large, or direct effects, but small, 
indirect, and cumulative; cultivated



“It’s like the fish in the water. We don’t know who 
discovered water, but we know it wasn’t the fish. A 

pervasive medium, a pervasive environment, is 
always beyond perception.”

-Marshal McLuhan



CULTIVATION RESEARCH

Focused on Television as a “cultural environment”

Not instantaneous, large, or direct effects, but small, 
indirect, and cumulative; cultivated

Often compares people with most exposure 
(“heavy viewers”) with those with least (“light 
viewers”)



DISTORTED PERCEPTIONS: SEX



DISTORTION OF PERCEPTIONS: RACE

African Americans 2X as likely as whites to be 
portrayed as crime perpetrators (local news)

African American suspects less likely to be 
identified by name in news coverage

Heavy viewers of local news held a greater 
perception of black people as violent

(Reality: whites 4.7X more likely to be victim of 
crime committed by another white person)



CULTIVATION THEORY’S MEAN WORLD

Heavy television viewers are likely to believe that 
the real world is a dangerous place

Heavy viewers:

•Overestimate murders
•Overestimate crime-fighting force
•Overestimate how often police fire guns

Increased anxiety, fear, anger



MERGING MEDIA AND REALITY

We project an impression of the world from the 
media onto the actual world.

And we act in that world. As citizens, as family 
members, as friends.



CONSEQUENCES

Attitudes about social practices

Attitudes toward groups

Misperception of risk…

…with consequences for politics, behavior



RELATIVE RISK

Source: http://oxfamblogs.org/fp2p/what-if-we-allocated-aid-based-on-how-much-damage-something-does-and-whether-we-know-how-to-fix-it/



KEY POINTS OF CULTIVATION 
RESEARCH
Impressions of the world can be cultivated through 
long-term media exposure

How is our worldview shaped by habitual media 
exposure?

Mean world syndrome

Consequences for democratic society and politics



REVIEW SESSION 
WEDNESDAY!


